Neurite guidance and three-dimensional confinement via compliant semiconductor scaffolds.
Neurons are often cultured in vitro on a flat, open, and rigid substrate, a platform that does not reflect well the native microenvironment of the brain. To address this concern, we have developed a culturing platform containing arrays of microchannels, formed in a crystalline-silicon nanomembrane (NM) resting on polydimethylsiloxane; this platform will additionally enable active sensing and stimulation at the local scale, via devices fabricated in the silicon. The mechanical properties of the composite Si/compliant substrate nanomaterial approximate those of neural tissue. The microchannels, created in the NM by strain engineering, demonstrate strong guidance of neurite outgrowth. Using plasma techniques, we developed a means to coat just the inside surface of these channels with an adhesion promoter (poly-d-lysine). For NM channels with openings larger than the cross-sectional area of a single axon, strong physical confinement and guidance of axons through the channels are observed. Imaging of axons that grow in channels with openings that approximate the size of an axon suggests that a tight seal exists between the cell membrane and the inner surface of the channel, mimicking a myelin sheath. Such a tight seal of the cell membrane with the channel surface would make this platform an attractive candidate for future neuronal repair. Results of measurements of impedance and photoluminescence of bare NM channels are comparable to those on a flat NM, demonstrating electrical and optical modalities of our platform and suggesting that this scaffold can be expanded for active sensing and monitoring of neuron cellular processes in conditions in which they exist naturally.